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GeneticGenetic AlgorithmAlgorithm::
introductionintroduction
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The MetaphorThe Metaphor

EVOLUTIONEVOLUTION

IndividualIndividual

FitnessFitness

EnvironmentEnvironment

PROBLEM SOLVINGPROBLEM SOLVING

Candidate SolutionCandidate Solution

QualityQuality

ProblemProblem
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The IngredientsThe Ingredients
t t + 1

mutation
recombination

reproduction

selection
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The Evolution MechanismThe Evolution Mechanism

Increasing diversity Increasing diversity 
by genetic operatorsby genetic operators

mutationmutation
recombinationrecombination

Decreasing diversity Decreasing diversity 
by selectionby selection

of parentsof parents
of survivorsof survivors
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TheThe Evolutionary CycleEvolutionary Cycle

Recombination

Mutation
Population

Offspring

Parents
Selection

Replacement
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Domains of ApplicationDomains of Application

Numerical, Combinatorial Numerical, Combinatorial OptimisationOptimisation
System Modeling and IdentificationSystem Modeling and Identification
Planning and ControlPlanning and Control
Engineering DesignEngineering Design
Data MiningData Mining
Machine LearningMachine Learning
Artificial LifeArtificial Life
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PerformancePerformance
Acceptable performance at acceptable costs Acceptable performance at acceptable costs 
on a wide range of problemson a wide range of problems
Intrinsic parallelism (robustness, fault Intrinsic parallelism (robustness, fault 
tolerance)tolerance)
Superior to other techniques on complex Superior to other techniques on complex 
problems withproblems with

lots of data, many free parameterslots of data, many free parameters
complex relationships between complex relationships between 
parametersparameters
many (local) optima  many (local) optima  
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AdvantagesAdvantages
No assumptions on problem spaceNo assumptions on problem space
Widely applicableWidely applicable
Low development & application costsLow development & application costs
Easy to incorporate other methodsEasy to incorporate other methods
Solutions are interpretable (unlike NN)Solutions are interpretable (unlike NN)
Can be run interactively, accommodate Can be run interactively, accommodate 
user proposed solutionsuser proposed solutions
Provide many alternative solutionsProvide many alternative solutions
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DisadvantagesDisadvantages

No guarantee for optimal solution within finite No guarantee for optimal solution within finite 
timetime
Weak theoretical basisWeak theoretical basis
May need parameter tuningMay need parameter tuning
Often computationally expensive, i.e. slowOften computationally expensive, i.e. slow
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SummarySummary

is based on biological metaphorsis based on biological metaphors
has great practical potentialshas great practical potentials
is getting popular in many fieldsis getting popular in many fields
yields powerful, diverse applicationsyields powerful, diverse applications
gives high performance against low costsgives high performance against low costs

EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION:
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PrototypingPrototyping

CompletenessCompleteness in order to absorb the in order to absorb the 
differences among specimen that belong to the differences among specimen that belong to the 
same classsame class

ConsistencyConsistency so as to distinguish among similar so as to distinguish among similar 
samples belonging to different classessamples belonging to different classes

Completeness vs. Consistency
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PrototypingPrototyping

By hand:By hand: feasible when the samples to classify feasible when the samples to classify 
can be thought as noisy instances of a wellcan be thought as noisy instances of a well--
defined, even if very large, set of models.defined, even if very large, set of models.
Automatically:Automatically: useful when it is impossible to useful when it is impossible to 
model an unpredictable amount of variability model an unpredictable amount of variability 
characterizing the specimen for the considered characterizing the specimen for the considered 
application.application.

By hand vs. Automatically
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EvolutionaryEvolutionary Learning SystemsLearning Systems

learnlearn--byby--example processexample process
an efficient mechanism to explore complex an efficient mechanism to explore complex 
high dimensional feature space high dimensional feature space 
an explicit mechanism to verify the an explicit mechanism to verify the 
effectiveness of the prototypeseffectiveness of the prototypes
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GeneticGenetic LearningLearning

Genetic Algorithm
•Genetic operators

•Selection mechanism

Population
•Prototypes set 

Environment
•Positive samples

•Negative samples

DISCOVERY

EVALUATION

matching

reward/penalty
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…… butbut

SimpleSimple GAs do GAs do notnot allowallow the the evolutionevolution of a set of a set 
of of prototypesprototypes becausebecause the fitness of the fitness of eacheach
individualindividual isis evaluatedevaluated independentlyindependently fromfrom the the 
fitness of the fitness of the otherother onesones..
The task of a GA The task of a GA isis toto optimizeoptimize the the averageaverage
valuevalue of the fitness in the of the fitness in the populationpopulation..
ConsequentlyConsequently, the , the optimaloptimal solutionsolution providedprovided byby
suchsuch a a processprocess consistsconsists entirelyentirely of of geneticgenetic
variationsvariations of the best of the best prototypeprototype..
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…… thenthen

HowHow wewe can can allowallow the the formationformation and the and the 
maintenancemaintenance of of setssets of of prototypesprototypes eacheach solvingsolving
differentdifferent partsparts of the of the problemproblem at at handhand ??

NICHINGNICHING

A A nicheniche isis a a stablestable subsub--populationpopulation of of competingcompeting
prototypesprototypes sharingsharing the the samesame environmentalenvironmental resourcesresources..
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NichingNiching MethodsMethods
Crowding
The new offsprings are compared against 
similar individuals in the population and  replace 
the ones with lower fitness 

Sharing
The individuals in the population are forced to 
share the resources(resource sharing) or the 
fitness (fitness sharing).
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Deterministic CrowdingDeterministic Crowding
Do n/2 times

Select two parents p1 and p2;
Cross them, yielding s1 and s2;
Apply genetic operators, yielding c1 and c2;
If [d(p1,c1)+ d(p2,c2)] ≤ [d(p1,c2)+ d(p2,c1)]

if  φ(c1) > φ(p1) replace p1 with c1
if  φ(c2) > φ(p2) replace p2 with c2

Else
if  φ(c2) > φ(p1) replace p1 with c2
if  φ(c1) > φ(p2) replace p2 with c1
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Resource SharingResource Sharing
Induces competition for limited Induces competition for limited 
resources (e.g. sample of the resources (e.g. sample of the 
training set)training set)

for each sample in the training set:for each sample in the training set:
assign a reward assign a reward ρρ to each prototype to each prototype 

covering it covering it depending on its fitnessdepending on its fitness and the and the 
total number total number of competing prototypesof competing prototypes

for each prototypefor each prototype
fitness = fitness = sum(rewardsum(rewardii))
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Fitness Fitness SharingSharing

Fitness Fitness sharingsharing deratesderates the fitness of the fitness of similarsimilar
individualsindividuals withinwithin the the populationpopulation..

SharedShared FitnessFitness φsh,t(σi) = f(σi)/mt(σi)

Niche CountNiche Count

Sharing FunctionSharing Function

d(σi,σj) is the distance function and is the distance function and δsh is the niche is the niche radiusradius..
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SummarySummary

motivated by analogy with competition for motivated by analogy with competition for 
limited resources among members of limited resources among members of 
natural populations natural populations 
allow the formation and maintenance of allow the formation and maintenance of 
sets of prototypes for each class sets of prototypes for each class 
may need parameter tuningmay need parameter tuning

NICHING METHODS:
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ToTo probe probe furtherfurther
IEEE IEEE Trans.Trans. On On EvolutionaryEvolutionary ComputationComputation
EvolutionaryEvolutionary ComputationComputation (MIT Press)(MIT Press)
Soft Computing (Springer)Soft Computing (Springer)
Applied Soft Computing (Applied Soft Computing (SpringerSpringer))
Int.Int. ConfConf. on . on EvolutionaryEvolutionary ComputationComputation (ICEC)(ICEC)
GeneticGenetic and and EvolutionaryEvolutionary ComputationComputation
ConferenceConference (GECCO)(GECCO)
ParallelParallel ProblemProblem SolvingSolving byby Nature (PPSN)Nature (PPSN)
www.evonet.orgwww.evonet.org


